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ECUADOR_Blue vibes at the New Cathedral of Cuenca

A World Cultural Heritage Site, The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception of Cuenca, known as the
Cathedral of Cuenca or the New Cathedral, has been recently lit up by an LED lighting system by
GRIVEN, which enhances its amazing sky blue domes through a colour changing system.
Nowadays the cathedral is the icon of Cuenca and its amazing sky blue domes, which stand out
throughout the historic center with a height of almost 60 meters, characterize the skyline of the city in a
unique manner.
Financed entirely by the Fundación Iluminar Luz y Color para Cuenca, a new lighting project for the
domes of the cathedral started in October 2018 in conjunction with the relevant structural restoration
works of the domes themselves. The authorities of Cuenca required low energy consumption and
environmentally friendly LED luminaires to light up in white and blue tones the imposing domes of the
cathedral, with the possibility to switch to different colours according to the festive or religious occasions
of the city.
An array of PARADE S in cold white and POWERSHINE MKW D and S in RGBW colour configuration
were installed directly on the cathedral domes and spires in order to obtain the required fixed white light
and dynamic colour changing illumination, respectively on drums and domes of the cathedral.
The night view on the city is now really amazing: the coloured domes are visible from very far away and
draw the attention with their architectural perfection and amazing allure even at night.
> Read more
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GOBOLED 7-PRO_The summer is on fire!

Responding to an increasing demand of LED image projection for exterior installations, the leading-edge
GoboLED 7-Pro with its limitless design creation possibilities is the new hit of the summer!!
Packed with multiple effects and patterns, GoboLED 7-Pro offers broad creative design integration for
permanent exterior installations. Fitted with one high power LED, this image projector delivers a bright
and accurate rendition of graphic designs or logos in outdoor and indoor locations.
Available with three alternative optics configurations, GoboLED 7-Pro is a fully weatherproofed (IP66)
outdoor use high power multiple gobo projector capable of projecting changing images plus colour
changes which can be combined with a number of special effects. The high power LED gives the ability
to project at long distances or to create enormous impact when used for closer projections.
GoboLED 7-Pro hosts seven rotating interchangeable gobos, four fixed gobos, and an eight colour
wheel, all controllable and programmable by the on board display. The special animation and pulsation
effects allow creativity with abstract or pattern images on top of the motorized focus, the strobe/blackout function and the linear dimming facility. GoboLED 7-Pro is designed for easy installation and
programming, together with reliability even for permanent outdoor use: a solution for limitless design
creation.
> Read more
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PARADE X_Discover its features

Available with either 24 or 48 RGBW LEDs, as well as in white and tunable white light, PARADE X is
undoubtedly the leading edge high luminance flagship of the linear LED modules by GRIVEN. Superb
output with real uniform colour coverage even on close-up installations, especially on formerly
prohibitive large-scale architectural elements, along with the newly conceived optics groups provide for
truly powerful grazing lighting enhancement. The combination of the 24 or 48 RGBW LEDs featured and
the photometric distribution efficiency offers an unprecedented astonishing white light output quality, as
well as a wider variety of intermediate colour hues for an even broader range of application purposes.
Watch the video to find out more!
> Read more
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